This paper describes a temporal query processing algorithm for efficient scene retrieval in motion image databases. A motion image logically consists of sequential frames, and a scene, defined as an arbitrary portion of the frame sequence, is identified by a pair of numbers representing the initial and fmal frames of the scene. When the frame numbers are mapped onto a time-axis, a scene object can be represented as a record that has two time attributes for identifying the time interval of the scene object, as well as other attributes for describing scene properties. The proposed query processing method is intended to allow efficient processing of n-way temporal join in searching for overlaps and extensions of multiple intervals by comparison of time attributes for the join. Experiments show that the processing cost of our method increases linearly with respect to the number of compared records, whereas that of the conventional two-way nested-loop method increases exponentially.
Introduction
Motion pictures have penetrated widel;,d deeply into our societies owing to recent popularization of audio and video equipment and the rapid development of multi-media and interactive technologies [ 8, 93 . The huge volume of collections of motion pictures makes it impossible to access motion pictures simply by depending on human memory, or on visual scanning of entire collections. The importance of motion image databases for retrieving target scenes of interest rapidly and with minimum effort is definitely recognized in museums, media organizations such as broadcasting centers, and private homes [ 12] .
Because of the temporal properties of continuous media such as motion pictures, motion image databases are an important application of temporal databases, and there has been much recent discussion of technical issues related to motion image databases in the context of temporal databases [ 13 3.
A motion image logically consists of sequential frames, each of which is a two-dimensional still image. A scene, defined as an arbitrary portion of a frame sequence, is identified by a pair of numbers representing the initial and final frames of the scene. When the frame number of a motion image is mapped onto a time-axis, a scene object can be represented as a record that has two time attributes as well as other properties for describing the contents of scenes, such as characters and objects appearing in the scenes, or events and background details. When a user wants to retrieve scenes of interest quickly and randomly by specifying the conditions of these scene properties, searching for overlaps and extensions of multiple intervals in an image database are important operations. Temporal operations on time intervals must include evaluation of temporal relationships among the intervals [3], such as before, after, overlapping, and included. The crucial problem in temporal join processing in motion image databases is that a join is likely to be processed by using a two-way nested-loop algorithm, because both the initial and final frame numbers of different scenes should be compared simultaneously to evaluate the temporal relationships of two intervals. This is why efficient query processing is required for temporal operations such as comparison of temporal attributes.
The query processing method proposed in this paper is intended to allow efficient processing of n-way temporal join. The algorithm is described in the context of the relational representation of temporal objects, but it can also be applied to other temporal models, such as temporal ER databases [73 and temporal object-oriented databases [ 181. 2 Temporal representation of motion image databases We can alIocate a sequential frame number to each frame of a motion image. As the example in Figure 1 shows, a scene, A for instance, is an arbitrary portion of a motion image, and consists of a sequence of frames. A scene can be expressed as a pair consisting of the initial frame number and the final frame number. Different scenes may share frames, as scenes A and C do in this example. Processing for scene retrieval requires a pair of initial and final frame numbers to be found. Scene retrieval methods can be divided into two categories according to whether or not they use structural models.
Higher efficiency in the management and retrieval of motion image databases is expected to result from the use of structural models [ 121, as the example in Figure 2 shows.
A motion picture can be logically segmented into shorter scenes whose shortest scenes are called cuts, according to criteria such as physical correlations and/or changes in semantics. Each scene has one or more still frames, called representative frames or RFs, which typically represent the entire frame sequence.
The structural models can be grouped into two types with respect to time sequential and hierarchical models. The latter type describes the hierarchical structures of scenes in terms of the story, or scenario, of the motion image. In a scene hierarchy, a scene is represented as a set of nodes each of which stores the properties of the scene, and a set of links each of which represents a parent-child relationship between two scenes. On the other hand, the time sequential model [ 12) provide users with a flexible and easy-to-understand query specification of scene retrieval, in the sense that a scene structure can be regarded in terms of temporal relationships of pairs of intervals on a time-axis, such as before, after, overlapping, and extension.
Omoto et al. model a motion image as a set of semantic scene objects in an object-oriented database, with a pair of numbers representing the initial and final frames of each scene, as well as other scene properties allocated by a user [18] . In this paper, we assume a time-sequential representation of scene properties for flexible indexing of arbitrary portions of motion images [ 123. Figure 3 is a sample of a time chart showing the periods of allocation of properties to scenes. A Boolean query can be specified by ,yhing an arbitrary number of properties . combinations of the logical operators AND, %y and NOT. For example, target scenes that have both properties Kr and Kz can be retrieved by searching for the overlapping intervals of R and K2 in this time chart.
For the time-sequential representation of scene properties, we store a set of an initial frame number E and a final frame number F, and a property Ki in a record R = [Fi, F,, Ki] (Fi < Ff, 0 < i I m). A temporal table D(start, end, property) is a collection of these records, each of which has two temporal attributes for the initial and final frame numbers. Figure 4 shows a sample of table D. In this representation of scene properties, operations for adding and updating properties of scenes can be performed flexibly, because each scene property is described in a unique record, and modification of a property of a particular scene does not affect the allocation of other properties to the scene, or that of any properties of other scenes.
3 Problems in temporal query processing Snodgrass proposed a method of searching for overlaps and extensions of intervals, based on temporal join, in the context of temporal databases [22] . The join operator is translated into some conventional join conditions that compare both the initial and fmal numbers of two intervals at a time. For the table shown in Figure 4, In the same way, the second select clause includes three disjunctive conditions for containing, contained, and same intervals, respectively. In this case, a merge-sort or hash-join method cannot be applied effectively for processing the temporal join conditions. Because the two time attributes start and end are compared simultaneously, these conditions should be evaluated on the basis of a nested-loop algorithm that requires n2 record comparisons, where R is the number of records in the table to be joined. The problem is that the search cost increases exponentially relative to the number of compared records. Elmasri proposed a time index access method that can be used to improve the performance of temporal selection, temporal projection, aggregate functions, and temporal join [6] . Because query processing with this index access method is two-way for temporal join operations, it requires iteration of the two-way processing to implement the n-way join for processing Boolean queries in a scene retrieval described such as that in the previous section.
Gunadhi et al. proposed a temporal query processing algorithm that is more efficient than the nested-loop based algorithm [ll] .
In their method, The drawback of this algorithm is that it is intended for two-way join, and only for queries in which exactly two properties are specified for the search condition.
4 Temporal query processing
Outline of query processing
An outline of the query processing procedure is given here, using the example of the table shown in 
Query processing procedure
This procedure assumes that the temporal table D has two temporal attributes for the initial and final number of intervals, and an attribute for the property of the intervals. The input of this procedure is a Boolean query Q composed of m properties of target intervals. The output of the procedure consists of intervals that satisfy the query condition. In the query results, if the final number of an interval is adjacent to the final number of another interval, those two intervals are merged into the shortest interval that includes both the intervals.
The following is a description of the query processing procedure:
Step 1. Create a logical formula p(P&,.., P,) by replacing property Ki in query Q with logical variable /'ia
Step 2. Search records in table D that have one of the properties specified in query Q, and store the records in an intermediate table D' after sorting them according to the initial number I;;:.
Step 3. Prepare the following work areas in main memory, and initialize them: Step 6. Update the candidate interval buffer SC as follows. Set the next number of the current final number of SC to the new initial number of SC. Set the minimum initial or fmal number among the current intervals that is larger than the final frame number to the new final number.
&F):, : = Ffc + 1 Ffc : = min { -F;:li -1, Ffrrk) where FirI > Ffc, Ffrk > Ffc
Step 7. Set the logical variables Pi by checking inclusion between the candidate interval and the current interval for i. Step 9. If the EOF flag is not raised, go to step 4.
In the above procedure, steps 4 to 9 are iterated for each candidate interval. Because the intermediate In the conventional method, the records in the temporal table can be restricted to same records that appear in the intermediate table in our method with the properties specified in a query. But the search cost still increases exponentially rather than linearly with respect to the number of those records, because they are accessed repeatedly in each loop of the nested processing of time attribute comparison.
Moreover, a query condition consisting of three or more properties must be processed by iterating the algorithm for two-way join sub-query as many times as the number of properties in the query, so the search time also Response time in seconds on an IBM 3081-KX3 running VM/SP Figure 8 . Search cost comparison increases in proportion to the number of properties in the original query.
Conclusion
We proposed a temporal query processing algorithm for n-way temporal join in temporal databases, which can be applied to motion image databases for flexible and random search of scenes of interest. The algorithm is superior to the conventional two-way nested-loop method in terms of memory cost, flexibility, and performance. We also confirmed the performance of our query processing method when we built a prototype of a motion image database system [ 123. We plan to make feasibility studies of the motion image database system for practical applications in a museum, in which our temporal query processing is used for flexible and efficient scene retrieval.
